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Whether through social commentary or a formal farewell to a well-known model, luxury brands excel at leaving a
lasting impression.

With all eyes on Super Bowl LI commercials, Audi aimed to make a statement on how young girls are raised while
Rolls -Royce manufactured the last-ever Phantom models, signaling the start of a new chapter. Luxury brands also
encouraged peer-to-peer communication, took a second look on how contemporary clothing is retailed and another
ensured its employees get a share of the pie.

Here are the top five brand moments of last week, in alphabetical order:

Audi's  "Daughters "

German automaker Audi is packing a powerful punch for its Super Bowl advertisement by bringing up a hot-button
political topic, and leaning on interactive tools such as Snapchat for greater impact.

Playing on the automotive sector and using childhood as a theme, Audi's spot "Daughters" puts the focus on equality
in the workplace during a tumultuous political time. The spot will air during the third quarter of Sunday's Super Bowl
LI, but will also be paired with a Snapchat filter to further drive the conversation (see story).
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Online retailer Farfetch is letting all employees benefit from its success with the introduction of a share option
scheme.

Effective Feb. 1, Farfetch's 1,300 employees, from junior staff to C-suite executives, will be offered share options
through the

"Farfetch For All" initiative. Farfetch remains a privately owned company and continues to invest inward, while any
IPO has been estimated to occur in about two years

Farfetch For All will include all staff members across the company's 11 global offices. The investment scheme to
reward Farfetch employees will equate to an investment of $40 million, based on the retailer's last valuation (see
story).

Mot & Chandon emojis  for Apple devices

LVMH's Mot & Chandon is communicating with ros lovers through fun and flirtatious emoji stickers and
customizable bottles for Valentine's Day.

February marks the official beginning of ros season, and with Valentine's Day situated within its midst, Mot &
Chandon is targeting consumers headed for a romantic evening or a "Galentine's Day" fete among friends. While
Mot & Chandon's often markets how sparkling wines are not only for New Year's Eve celebrations, Valentine's Day
is one of the category's primary times of year.

A mobile version of Mot & Chandon's emoji stickers is also available to personalize SMS messaging. The branded
keyboard application is compatible with Apple and Android devices and can be used for all messaging applications
(see story).

Rolls -Royce's  final Phantom

After 90 years, British automaker Rolls -Royce Motor Cars has produced its final Phantom model at its  manufacture in
Goodwood, United Kingdom.

Rolls -Royce's Phantom, then referred to as the "New Phantom," debuted in 1925 and quickly became the "most
fabled name in luxury," as it was the choice automobile for discerning and influential figures. In the decades since,
Rolls -Royce Phantom generations were unveiled, and 13 years ago, the automaker introduced the Phantom VII, the
seventh and final edition.

Rolls -Royce's final Phantom VII to be produced has been created to celebrate the golden age of travel that defined
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the model (see story).

Image courtesy of Saks  Fifth Avenue

Department store chain Saks Fifth Avenue is refining its contemporary offerings by opening the doors to its new
speciality store concept, The Collective, in Greenwich, CT.

Although Saks' flagship is in New York, the retailer has turned to nearby Greenwich, an affluent suburb not far from
the city, as a testing ground for new in-store strategies. Saks describes The Collective as a prototype for modernizing
its contemporary departments at all of its  stores across the United States and Canada (see story).
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